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Figure 1: (A) A 68-year-old man with a long-standing history of heavy alcohol use presenting with softtissue swellings over his head and neck. (B) T1-weighted magnetic resonance image showing nonencapsulated masses with soft-tissue density widely distributed over the superficial and deep fascial spaces of the
head, neck, back and upper trunk.

A

68-year-old man with an extended history
of heavy alcohol use presented with soft,
painless and slow-growing swellings over
his neck, shoulders and head (Figure 1A). Magnetic resonance imaging of his head and neck
showed nonencapsulated soft-tissue masses widely
distributed over the superficial and deep fascial
spaces (Figure 1B). Surgery was scheduled because of disfigurement and limitations of movement. Pathologic examination showed lipomatous
hypertrophy, confirming our clinical diagnosis of
Madelung disease. Our patient recovered from
surgery uneventfully and has had no obvious
recurrence for 11 months.
Madelung disease, also known as multiple
symmetric lipomatosis, is characterized by
benign, nonencapsulated fatty masses around
the head and neck, the trunk and the upper
extremities.1 Its prevalence is about 1:25 000
with men affected more frequently than women
by a ratio of 20:1.1 The vast majority (90%) of
people with Madelung disease have a history of
alcoholism.1 Dysphagia and dyspnea may result
from laryngeal or mediastinal involvement. The
etiology of Madelung disease remains largely
unknown.2 Most instances are sporadic, but a
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familial form characterized by maternally inherited mitochondrial gene mutation has been
reported.3 Madelung disease may be associated
with diabetes mellitus, hyperuricemia, hypothyroidism, liver disease or peripheral neuropathy.
Its differential diagnosis includes solitary lipoma, encapsulated lipoma, familial multiple
lipomatosis and liposarcoma.1
Extensive lipectomy remains the standard
treatment for Madelung disease.1 There is little
evidence supporting interventions beyond surgery
and dealing with alcohol abuse.1 Recurrence is
common. Abstinence from alcohol is not associated with spontaneous regression, but it has been
reported to reduce the rate of recurrence.4
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